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I have let go of the trees for other trees, forest for woods,
mountains for mountains, wolves for bears. Bears for fishercats.

When the rain left. I threw off my coat.
I happily ran down a wet trail. Who cared that I ran?

My father said a woman like me should not run. My face as insulting
as my body (that was never thin enough).

I wanted to run from him
but he held me there, would not let go, would not let me leave.

But the trees turned and so did I.

I gave myself over to the autumn,
to the red and gold of the day,
and the pain gives way at last. At least, for a time.

When he finally did let go there wasn’t much left
of me. I went to seed. I made a field of myself.
I planted a tiny garden inside that no one could reach.

I grow small tomatoes. There is always dirt
under my nails.
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